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One of the great challenges of quantum foundations and quantum information theory is the
characterisation of the relationship between entanglement and the violation of Bell inequalities. It
is well known that in specific scenarios these two can behave differently, from local hidden-variable
models for entangled quantum states in restricted Bell scenarios, to maximal violations of Bell
inequalities not concurring with maximal entanglement. In this paper we put forward a simple proof
that there exist quantum states, whose entanglement content, as measured by the Schmidt number,
cannot be device-independently certified for all possible sequential measurements on any number of
copies. While the bigger question: can the presence of entanglement always be device-independently
certified? remains open, we provide proof that quantifying entanglement device-independently is
not always possible, even beyond the standard Bell scenario.

One of the cornerstones and pivotal results in quantum information is the 1989 paper by Reinhard Werner
[1], constructing a local hidden-variable model of an entangled quantum state for all projective measurements.
Since then, lots of effort has been invested into the characterisation of entanglement [2–5] and Bell-inequality
violations (aka ’non-locality’) [6]. One of the biggest
open questions concerns the potential for any entangled
state to violate some form of a Bell-inequality, or in
other words, whether all entanglement can be deviceindependently certified.
For non-sequential measurements on single copies (aka
’the standard Bell scenario’), the answer is known to be
negative [7], i.e. there exist entangled quantum states
for which all possible positive operator valued measures
(POVMs) on single copies can be explained by a local
hidden-variable model. Processing multiple copies or allowing for sequences of measurements, however, opens a
plethora of further options [8–15]. The simplest example being entanglement distillation, since any distillable
state can, by definition, be distilled (close) to a pure entangled state, which all violate the CHSH inequality (bipartite case) [16], or another Bell inequality [17, 18] in
the multipartite case. Therefore, the existence of bound
entanglement, i.e. entanglement that cannot be distilled,
was a contender for answering this question negatively,
i.e. if such undistillable states could not violate Bell inequalities, then also many copies wouldn’t have helped.
However, contrary to what Peres had conjectured, there
are examples of states positive under partial transposition (PPT), and thus bound entangled [19], that can be
semi- [20] or fully device-independently [21] certified. It
has also been shown recently that there exist PPT states
which cannot violate any Bell inequality in the standard
Bell scenario, but nevertheless can violate CHSH after
suitable local filtering [22].
While we don’t know the answer to the question on
the presence of entanglement, there are multiple examples in which maximal entanglement does not coincide
with maximal Bell violations beyond qubits [23, 24].

This suggests, that the quantification of entanglement
may not be possible device-independently. An example
where it is possible, is the so called self-testing scenario
[25]. Here, up to isometries, exact states and with it
their entanglement content can be perfectly certified from
Bell-inequality violations (assuming quantum mechanics). While all pure states can be self tested [26], these
techniques usually suffer from a poor resistance to experimental noise [27]. An easier variant is the use of Bell
inequalities for certifying lower bounds on entanglement
measures [28], which has predominantly been used on
a single copy. But imperfect certification or self-testing
does not preclude the existence of better schemes that
work on multiple copies of the quantum state to certify
the entanglement device-independently and perfectly. To
answer this question negatively one would need an example in which all possible (sequential) measurements
on arbitrarily many copies can be explained by quantum
states with less entanglement than the states actual entanglement content. As a figure of merit, we consider the
Schmidt number [29] which was previously proven to be
device-independently certifiable in some cases in [30].
In this short letter we leverage a recent result on the
existence of states whose partial transpose are also valid
quantum states, with a different Schmidt number [31]
to provide examples, in which correctly certifying the
Schmidt number is impossible in any conceivable deviceindependent scenario. To start, we need to introduce the
notion of a bounded Schmidt number model:
Definition: k-dimensional hidden quantum
model
A probability distribution, that can be obtained by
measurements on a state of Schmidt number k
p(ab|xy) = Tr(Ma|x ⊗ Mb|y ρk ) ,

(1)

is defined to have a k-dimensional hidden quantum
model (k-HQ model).
Here, Ma|x denotes a POVM element with setting
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FIG. 1. We consider the paradigm in which we want to device-independently quantify the entanglement of a source capable of
producing a quantum state ρr with Schmidt number r(ρ). In principle, the device can be used n times and k instances of the
state are measured by POVMs that we also allow to be done sequentially. No restrictions are put on the number of inputs or
outputs, yielding the joint probability distribution p(~a~b|~
x~
y ) = p(a1 a2 · · · am b1 b2 · · · bm |x1 x2 · · · xm y1 y2 · · · ym ) for n → ∞.

x and outcome a and a state of Schmidt number r(ρ)
means ρk can be decomposed into pure states of Schmidt
rank at most k, i.e. the Schmidt number is defined as
r(ρ) := inf[{pi ,|ψi i}s.t. Pi pi |ψi i=ρ] maxi rank(TrB [|ψi ihψi |])
[5] (with pi ≥ 0).
In other words, it is possible that the obtained probability distribution p(ab|xy) has a quantum mechanical
origin using entangled states of Schmidt number k. To
device-independently certify a Schmidt number k 0 > k of
a quantum state ρexp , it is thus necessary to find measurements M̃a|x and M̃b|y , such that the resulting probability
distribution pexp does not admit a k-dimensional hidden
quantum model, ie.

ting a k-HQ model for some state ρexp
p(ab|xy) = Tr(M̃a|x ⊗ M̃b|y ρexp ) = Tr(Ma|x ⊗ Mb|y ρk )
T TB
= Tr(M̃a|x ⊗ M̃b|y
ρexp ) = Tr(Ma|x ⊗ Mb|y ρk ) ,
(3)

where used the fact Tr(XY TB ) = Tr(X TB Y ), i.e. the selfduality of the partial transpose map. Now let’s assume a
state positive under partial transposition (PPT) ρTPBP T ≥
0 and r(ρP P T ) = m and r(ρTPBP T ) = n < m. For ρP P T it
follows that for all possible measurements M̃a|x and M̃b|y
there exists a n-HQ model. Indeed, for all M̃a|x and M̃b|y
Tr(M̃a|x ⊗ M̃b|y ρP P T ) = Tr(Ma|x ⊗ Mb|y ρn ) ,

Tr(M̃a|x ⊗ M̃b|y ρexp ) = pexp (ab|xy) 6= Tr(Ma|x ⊗ Mb|y ρk ) .
(2)
Observation: Hidden quantum models and
partial transpose
The existence of a k-HQ model for a probability distribution coming from a state ρ and measurements
M̃a|x , M̃b|y , implies a k-HQ model for the partially
T
transposed state ρTB and measurements M̃a|x , M̃b|y
.

Proof: Let’s write the probability distribution admit-

(4)

T
where Ma|x = M̃a|x , Mb|y = M̃b|y
and ρn = ρTPBP T . In
other words, any possible measurement procedure on the
state of Schmidt number m > n will produce probability distributions that can equivalently be obtained from
measurements on a state of Schmidt number n.
Now considering the following family of states, first
considered in [32] (for an even d),

ρ(d) =

(14 − ω2 ) ⊗ (1d2 /4 − ωd/2 ) + (d/2 + 1)ω2 ⊗ ωd/2
,
3d2 /4 + d/2 − 2
(5)

where ωd is the projector on the maximally entangled
state in dimension d, i.e. ωd = |φ+ ihφ+ | with |φ+ i =

3
√1
d

Pd−1

i=0 |iii. In Ref. [31], it was proven that this family of states has a Schmidt number linear in the local
dimension, i.e. r(ρ(d)) ≥ d d4 e. More remarkable in our
context, the partial transpose only has a Schmidt number
of r(ρTB (d)) ≤ 4, independent of d. This implies:

the question of whether the presence of entanglement can
always be device-independently certified.
In summary, we have presented a proof that entanglement cannot be device-independently quantified, even
when processing many copies simultaneously and for sequential measurements. While in the restricted Bell sceResult: Impossibility of device-independent
nario, of single copy and non-sequential measurements,
Schmidt number certification
this already follows from [7], this is the first proof in a
scenario where the general question of detection is still
For any Schmidt number greater than 4, there exists
open.
a corresponding state whose Schmidt number canIndeed, as we showcase in Fig. 1, processing multinot be device-independently certified for any set of
ple
copies with potentially sequential measurements, is
sequential measurements on any number of copies.
the most general scenario in which resources can be estimated without making further assumptions on the state
This is already the harshest scaling of dimension vs
or measurements. To violate a Bell inequality, multiSchmidt number one can expect. That is, there exist
ple measurement rounds are usually employed to estistates of arbitrarily high Schmidt number that admit a 4mate joint probability distributions p(ab|xy). So to ask,
HQ model, ruling out the possibility that Schmidt numwhether the entanglement of a quantum state ρ can be
ber can, in general, be device-independently certified in
device-independently characterised, can reasonably be
the most drastic sense. The Schmidt number of the states
interpreted as asking whether a suitably large number
is unbounded, whereas device-independent quantification
of states ρ can violate a Bell inequality. Processing mulof a number above four is impossible.
tiple copies then just implies additional experimental caThe argument extends to arbitrary sequential measurepabilities, but no further assumptions on the state of the
ments, as transposed global sequential measurements are
system or any of the devices used.
also valid measurements. More precisely, we have
There are two noteworthy comments to this paradigm.
The
first being finite statistics. If one only has a fi†
†
(1)
(m)
(m)
(1)
p(~a~b|~x~y ) = Tr(M~a|~x ⊗ Fb1 |y1 ...Fbm |ym Fbm |ym ...Fb1 |y1 ρ) nite number of copies n available, then accessing multiple
copies at once could potentially adversely affect the sta(1)†
(m)†
(m)
(1)
= Tr(M~a|~x ⊗ (Fb1 |y1 ...Fbm |ym Fbm |ym ...Fb1 |y1 )T ρTB ) tistical significance of certification. The other being an
inherent assumption about an ability to distribute state
(1)
(m)
(m)†
(1)†
= Tr(M~a|~x ⊗ (Fb1 |y1 )∗ ...(Fbm |ym )∗ (Fbm |ym )∗ ...(Fb1 |y1 )∗ ρTB )
ρ identically and independently in each round. It may
(6)
well be, that the physical state one determines in many
rounds through tomography, is really just an average of
where {M~a|~x } are Alice’s global sequential measurements
very different state being produced in each round. In
(k)
operators, {Fbk |mk } are Bob’s Kraus operators. Since for
that case, having access to ρ, may not be identical to
having access to ρ⊗k . Nonetheless, if we ask: can the
any set of Kraus operators {Fl } the complex conjugate
entanglement of all states ρ be device-independently cer{Fl∗ } defines a valid set of Kraus operators (i.e. the nortified?, the most natural interpretation of the question is
malisation is preserved), the proof (3) extends to the
the one we answer negatively in this paper.
sequential case.
While we believe that our result clarifies an important
Moreover, since the Schmidt number is subpoint on the relationship between non-locality and enmultiplicative, it also means that an arbitrary number
tanglement, the main question of device-independently
of copies n of the state ρ(d), always has a 4n -HQ model,
certifying the presence of entanglement is still open. Adi.e. at most 4 per copy, using the distributivity and tenditionally, in the context of quantification, it would be
sor stability of partial transposition:
very interesting to know whether other measures of entanglement, such as e.g. the entanglement of formation
or squashed entanglement, can also be altered by par(ρ ⊗ ρ... ⊗ ρ)TB = ρTB ⊗ ρTB ... ⊗ ρTB
(7)
tial transposition and thus not be device-independently
ruling out even the possibility of certifying the Schmidt
certified.
number by coherently processing multiple copies at once.
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